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Software to Streamline Your Business
VADDS is a comprehensive, highly cost effective LIMS system designed for animal disease diagnostic

laboratory management. VADDS is so flexible and highly customizable to your labs existing workflow it can be
used in a wide variety of environments such as universities, state laboratories, small and large private

practices and more! ATC is based in North America, with clients all over the world.
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Tremendously Customizable
Customizable Accession Screens &
Results Reports. Used in Veterinary
laboratories large and small

Best Value
Comprehensive package for larger labs and

affordable core package for smaller labs.

Subject Matter Experts
in Veterinary Software. Our team has over 50 years’
combined experience and makes a constant
commitment to understanding and meeting the
evolving needs of the veterinary industry.

PIMS & Instrument Integration
Fully integratable with Advanced Technology

Corp's Hospital Management System
(Vetstar). VADDS currently interfaces with

over 60 laboratory instruments and data
sources. New interfaces are added as needed.

Consultation
Offices based in North America for

immediate support.  It’s our desire to
complement your workflow, not to limit it

or dictate it. On-site consulting services
available with a few weeks lead time.

Data Analytics
VADDS data analytics reports provide
powerful business intelligence for your
laboratory and organization. Queries
can be exported to excel for further
analysis and management

  In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Advanced
Technology has rolled out a specially modified version

of VADDS. COVID VADDS specifically addresses a
variety of key business concerns including HIPAA and

patient confidentiality, high volume testing and
automation to name just a few.

 

VADDS Messenger Service radically simplifies NAHLN
messaging with the optional ability to use a JSON format for

sending data instead of the HL7 message.
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